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THIS WEEK IN CYBERPRO
BY LINDSAY TRIMBLE, NATIONAL SECURITY CYBERSPACE INSTITUTE, INC.

Recent cyber attacks on U.S. and South Korean government websites have grabbed the attention of the
news media and public in the last two weeks, with blame for the attacks shifting among multiple
nations. North Korea was the initial suspect (page 27) and other analysts pointed to South Korea as
planning the attack (page 29). More recent reports (page 29) identified a master command-and-control
server in England, but the owner of that server said the master is located in Miami, Fla. (page 27). The
distributed denial of service attack affected U.S. websites for the Department of Transportation, Federal
Trade Commission, the Washington Post, the New York Stock Exchange, the Department of Defense, the
White House, the Department of State, the Secret Service and the Department of Homeland Security
(page 25). South Korean websites affected include the Shinhan Bank, the Korea Exchange Bank and the
South Korean president’s website (page 26). Adm. Michael Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
said that the attacks will have “major implications for long-term policy, economics and military training”
(page 26). Our coverage of the cyber attack news reports begins on page 25.
The decision to use National Security Agency technology to monitor Internet traffic to government
systems – a program called Einstein 3 – has raised debate over Internet privacy in the United States. In
May, President Barack Obama said that this new initiative would not compromise online privacy (page
15). Although the program will use NSA technology, the Department of Homeland Security will have
control. Officials have stressed that the Einstein 3 program will be used for monitoring and prevention –
not reading personal e-mails (page 20).
An upcoming information security conference has announced this year’s speakers (page 11). Amit Yoran,
chairman and CEO of Netwitness and former director for the US-CERT, will give the keynote speech at
Hacker Halted USA 2009. The conference will be Sept. 20 to 25 in Miami, Fla.
Our feature article this week (page 6) discusses the H1N1 “Swine Flu” virus and gives tips on how
organizations can prepare for a re-emergence in the flu’s effects. The authors explain precautions to
take as well as ways for an IT department to prepare equipment for an increase in telecommuting. After
reading it, decide if your organization is prepared for the effects of this year’s flu season.
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THE PRUDENT CIO AND THE PANDEMIC
BY DR. JAMES KASPRZAK, NATIONAL DEFENSE UNIVERSITY
& DR. MARY ANNE NIXON, WESTERN CAROLINA UNIVERSITY

What steps should a prudent IT
manager take to meet the present
threat of a swine flu pandemic?
It is difficult to assess the risks of a
pandemic by traditional risk
assessment methodologies, if only
because newly-emerging viruses have
“strategies” of their own, and can
change unpredictably to adapt to new
environments and meet new
conditions. Because pandemic risks are
so uncertain, a manager may hesitate
to waste time and money preparing
for such threats, especially when other
needs are so certain and so pressing.
And then there is the risk to the
manager’s reputation: only so many
times can he or she call, “Wolf!” and
maintain credibility for the time when
a real wolf shows up. Finally, there is
the unusual nature of the pandemic
threat and the measures to be taken
against it. We can’t defend against
disease by the usual continuity of
operations measures: crowding people
into bunkers, backing up files or
designating alternate sites.
Illustration by Kenny Callicutt, www.callicuttart.com.

Managers currently have a window
of opportunity in which to prepare
for the effects of the latest viral threat – the H1N1 “Swine Flu” virus. Influenza viruses generally
disappear in warm weather and re-emerge in the late fall through winter months. When they return,
they have often mutated and sometimes reappear in a more virulent and dangerous form.
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The famous “Spanish Flu” virus of 1918 first showed up as a relatively mild illness. It faded away and
returned months later in a second wave, killing more than 50 million people worldwide. The current
strain of Swine Flu worries health authorities because it is pieced together from portions of several
other viruses found in pigs, birds and humans, and is highly unpredictable. Even more disturbing, it
shows one of the distinctive characteristics of its deadly cousin, the Spanish Flu: it affects those with
very healthy immune systems worse than children or elderly victims. The Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) reports that the average age of H1N1 patients is 12 years old, but those patients who are affected
so severely as to require hospitalization are on average 20 years of age.
Are there any low-key, low-cost preparations which a CIO or IT manager can take to prepare for such an
uncertain, but potentially catastrophic, threat? To begin with, pandemics have precursors that warn of
the oncoming danger. A virus doesn’t travel the world infecting millions in a single day; it is likely to
infect small numbers of people weeks or months ahead of the large mass of the population. An
observant manager will therefore have time to implement an existing pandemic response plan.
Swine Flu has spread rapidly, but the infection itself has a relatively low mortality rate, comparable to
our annual influenza epidemics. If the mortality rate from this unpredictable virus increases in the fall
and early winter, this would be a serious indicator of danger to come.
Pandemics affect people inside and outside the organization. Key individuals – from the head of the
organization, down through the manager of network operations, to the guard at the front desk – may be
unpredictably absent for long or intermittent periods. When a family is hit by an infectious disease, one
member after another may be affected in a series of illnesses. If the sickness requires quarantine or
home confinement, an employee might be absent for weeks.
In addition, local governments have considerable power over employee availability, and the effects of
the pandemic will not be geographically uniform at any one time. While one nation may ground all
airline traffic within its territory, another may have no limitations on commerce. While a major city may
be open for business, all schools in the suburbs could be closed. In some jurisdictions, nursery and elder
care may be unavailable, or mass transportation systems may be shut down. Local health officials
generally have the authority to forbid gatherings in churches, theaters and businesses. Even stores and
restaurants could be closed.
The CIO and his or her IT personnel have some special responsibilities during a pandemic. Health
authorities call for social distancing as one of the key public responses to a serious pandemic. Social
distancing calls for fighting contagion by limiting physical contacts between persons to the minimum
essential interactions. For example, gatherings such as meetings and conferences would be avoided.
Most scenarios for social distancing are heavily dependent upon IT technology in all of its forms:
computers, telephones, teleconferencing and Internet communications. During a pandemic, an
organization’s IT personnel and infrastructure may be its most critical assets.
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By all accounts, threats of a serious Swine Flu pandemic are four to six months out. What should a
prudent CIO be doing now?
Dust off the Plans
The pandemic plan provides for an orderly continuation of organizational functions in emergency
conditions of contagion. Who declares that an emergency exists for the organization and when it is
over? For pandemics, these determinations may not be easy or simple. Which countermeasures should
be taken at different stages? Are any operations to be suspended? The emergency data in the plan –
contact information, names and suppliers – should be updated now, and kept up to date over the next
few months. How will the organization put out news to all members of the organization? Will there be a
special website, use of a telephone notification system or mass e-mailings?
At this stage, someone in the organization must be designated to monitor pandemic information and
preparations. This includes checking the websites for the World Health Organization and the Centers for
Disease Control. Find out if local health and civic authorities have websites or other standard channels
to distribute information in an emergency. Get key phone numbers. Until there are further
developments, monitoring efforts will require only a few hours each week for one person.
Policies
Emergency policies should be developed now for quick implementation as required. The organization
should consider how best to support employees and their families. Will the organization continue to pay
an employee who has no sick leave? If not, employees will be tempted to conceal their illnesses and
come in to work because they need the money. Sick employees should be discouraged from coming to
the central worksite – by health screening at the door, if necessary. At some point, management may
prohibit non-essential meetings, discontinue group training and discourage travel by airlines. The
Internet contains dozens of websites listing policies to be considered and emplaced for pandemic
emergencies, including policies on absenteeism, overtime and hazardous duty pay. The CDC, for
example, has posted a “Business Pandemic Influenza Planning Checklist” at
www.pandemicflu.gov/plan/businesschecklist.html .
Succession
Key individuals and their potential successors must be named. In the Information Technology
Department, successors should be two, three or more people deep. Succession plans should not only
include the IT manager, but all individuals whose absence would seriously disrupt the business
operations of the greater organization. This includes the man with the keys, the lady with essential
security clearances or the only one authorized and enabled to make payments to suppliers.
But a succession plan is not simply a piece of paper. Each designated successor needs to have sufficient
training and access to the resources required to do the job: the keys, the combination to the safe and
possession of a company credit card. To maintain a sufficient level of IT skills during a pandemic, many
people may have to be cross-trained. Now is the time for that training.
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Maintenance and Supply
Just as no human being should be a single point of failure for the IT department, there should be extra
consideration given to the supply, repair and replacement of IT equipment. During a pandemic, there
may be delays in supply, distribution or delivery. A relatively small float of spare equipment, especially
of key components, will go far to ensure the continued operation of your systems.
If the organization plans to let its employees telework during a pandemic, it may need a different mix of
equipment and supplies from normal operations. Individuals should check the usability of their personal
telework equipment. Whenever possible, buy IT equipment and supplies you were going to get anyway
– just stock the items a few months in advance.
In addition, you might want some support items needed in a pandemic: trashbags, cleaning equipment,
rubber gloves and sanitary wipes. These items are inexpensive, and most can be used for other purposes
if not needed for an emergency. Note that when the World Health Organization announced the
emergence of Swine Flu, some health items, like face masks and sanitary wipes, disappeared from the
shelves of the large retailers for almost a week. It may also be useful to make extra keys, credit cards
and access badges for an emergency and store these in a secure place.
There are some sites, such as central computer rooms, network operations centers and data storage
facilities which must remain operational even if only at a low “manning” level. Workers might come to
the worksite scattered over shifts in a 24-hour period, or do support work from decentralized locations.
Commonly-used equipment or surfaces would be decontaminated with wipes and cleaning materials.
How do such workers, and their teleworking customers obtain needed supplies and maintain their
equipment and services over an extended period of time? Logistics support must include predetermined quantities of spare computers, cell phones, Internet access cards, external access to intranet
files, etc., to support remote workers. Transportation may be a separate problem.
The Supply Chain
That brings us into consideration of all the people outside the organization who support it with their
supplies and services. Long before a pandemic, the CIO needs to determine the robustness and
dependability of current suppliers and service providers, including Internet service providers, wireless
and other telecommunications services.
Should there be some guaranteed service level agreement? What assurance do we have that our
organization will have priority service when every customer will have urgent requirements? Should we
contract with secondary suppliers?
Remember also that employees working from home also have ISPs and service providers. Should you
worry about these? In a pandemic, there may be many, many employees simultaneously working from
home – a workload that our telecommunications systems were not designed to support.
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Communicate
Finally, this is the time to brief all employees on how the organization plans to meet the pandemic
challenge, and how it will support its employees and their families. At this stage, we are concerned only
with the succession plans of the organization and the general concept of operation during a pandemic.
There will be time later, if required, to train on medical precautions and details of policies. Now we are
concerned with mobilizing the organization’s human resources and obtaining their confidence and
support for the tasks that may lie ahead.
About the Authors
Dr. James E. Kasprzak is a professor in the Information Operations and Assurance Department at
National Defense University, Washington, D.C.. Prior to teaching at NDU, he spent 20 years in a series of
information resource management policy and planning assignments in the U.S. Army. He was awarded
the U.S. Army’s Civilian Meritorious Service Medal for “Saving the Army $100 million by automating its
administrative information systems.” Dr. Kasprzak specializes in applications of telecommunications,
computers, privacy and access, and eGovernment. Recent publications include “Women and the Web: An
Update,” “Providing Feedback to Students in Distance Education” and “The Identity Theft Nightmare.” He
has presented widely on issues related to identity theft, privacy and continuity of operations.
Dr. Mary Anne Nixon is a professor in the Global Management and Strategy Department at Western
Carolina University, in Cullowhee, N.C. She is an attorney and member of the North Carolina Bar. She
completed the U.S. Department of Defense Systems Advanced Program Management Course, the highest
level of education for military and defense industry program managers, and was designated a Certified
Professional Contracts Manager by the National Contract Management Association. Dr. Nixon has served
as an educator and consultant for Fortune 500 corporations in telecommunications, energy and
computer industries. She is a member of PMI and has PMP certification.
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HACKER HALTED HOSTS IMPRESSIVE SPEAKER LINE-UP
Former Director of the US-CERT to keynote at Hacker Halted USA 2009
Hacker Halted USA 2009, a leading information security conference hosted by EC-Council, announced
July 15 that Amit Yoran will be the keynote speaker for the conference Sept. 20 to 25 in Miami, Fla.
Since 2006, Yoran has served as the chairman and CEO of Netwitness. He was formerly the director of
the US-CERT and National Cyber Security Division of the Department of Homeland Security, and has
served as CEO and advisor to In-Q-Tel, the venture capital arm of the CIA. He is currently a member of
the Commission on Cybersecurity for President Barack Obama.
Amit Yoran joins an impressive presenters’ line-up comprising world-renowned security experts who will
discuss the latest information security trends, present some of the best practices and uncover the latest
vulnerabilities and exploits. Some of the presenters include:
Howard Schmidt
David Litchfield
Herbert H. Thompson
Michael Malin
Ron Gula
Mark Harris
Edward Haletky
James Aquilina
Chet Ratcliffe
Daniel V Hoffman

Ira Winkler
Ari Takanen
Jeff Bardin
Greg Hoglund
G. Mark Hardy
Trey Ford
Gunter Ollman
Erik Laykin
Jayson E Street
Ariel Silverstone

“With such an impressive list of speakers making up a world class agenda, and being held at an exciting
venue in Miami, Hacker Halted USA 2009 is poised to be the perfect platform for information security
professionals globally to enhance knowledge and exchange views, as well as network with peers within
the community,” said Jay Bavisi, co-founder and president of EC-Council.
About Hacker Halted USA 2009
Hacker Halted USA 2009 is a complete and comprehensive information security conference hosted by
EC-Council, a global leading certification body. The event will be Sept. 20 to 25 at the Hilton Miami
Downtown. Most registered participants of the conference will be entitled to attend one of three
specially customized security training workshops worth $599, at no additional cost Sept. 25. Refer to
event website for more details.
In addition, EC-Council is offering a heavily subsidized rate for all government and military personnel and
a discount for all CyberPro subscribers. Visit the registration website to find out more about this offer.
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The National Security Cyberspace Institute is one of sponsors for this year’s event, along with Core
Security Technologies, Sophos, Codenomicon, Cengage and Syngress, among others.
Since 2004, the global series of Hacker Halted has been successfully organized in many cities including
Myrtle Beach, Dubai, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Taipei and Tokyo. Other cities slated to host the event in
2009 are Seoul, Hyderabad and Kuala Lumpur. The objective of the Hacker Halted conference series is to
raise international awareness towards increased education and ethics in Information Security.
For more information, contact Leonard Chin, conference director, at leonard@eccouncil.org, or visit
www.hackerhalted.com.
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EDUCATION & TRAINING
Risk Management - Security Certification and Accreditation
Do you have the knowledge and skills needed to certify and accredit your IT systems and infrastructure?
Security certification and accreditation support a risk management
process and are an integral part of an agency’s information security
program. Although security certification and accreditation are closely
related, they are distinct activities.
Security certification is a detailed security review of information systems.
The review includes a comprehensive assessment of the management, operational and technical
security controls in an information system. This ensures security controls are implemented correctly,
operating as intended and producing the desired outcome. The results are used by an authorizing official
to render a security accreditation decision.
Security accreditation is the official management decision by a senior agency official to authorize
operation of an information system and accept the risk to agency operations and assets based on the
implementation of agreed-upon security controls. It provides a form of quality control and challenges
managers and technical staff to implement the most effective security controls possible for their
information systems.
Job roles typically involved in an agency’s security certification and accreditation process are:
 Chief Information Officer
 Authorizing Official
 Authorizing Official Designated Representative
 Senior Agency Information Security Officer
 Information System Owner
 Information Owner
 Information System Security Officer
 Certification Agent
 User Representatives

Certification and Accreditation Training
Let us help you get prepared to certify and accredit your IT systems and infrastructure. We offer several
courses that will educate you on the Certification and Accreditation process and methodologies.
INFOSEC Certification and Accreditation Basics – Course Code 9950
DIACAP – Certification and Accreditation Process – Course Code 9752
For more information or to register for a course, call 1-877-333-8326.
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CYBERSPACE – BIG PICTURE
Information Age Changes World Diplomacy
PEOPLE’S DAILY ONLINE
07/13/2009

This article discusses “cyber-diplomacy” which
“refers to international bodies (countries,
international organizations, multinational
corporations) or individuals engaging in
communication and interaction through the
Internet to protect and promote their own
interests.” The article discusses how cyberdiplomacy is making communication more
effective and convenient, but that it is
vulnerable because of viruses and hackers.
http://english.people.com.cn/90001/90780/913
43/6699007.html

Attack the Cyberwalls! : The Internet is the
Pathway to Democracy in Places like Iran
BY: SEN. ARLEN SPECTER, THE HUFFINGTON POST
07/07/2009

This article discusses how nations with dictators
or oppressive governments are increasingly
trying to limit the power of the Internet to keep
their citizens from having access to all kinds of
information and communication. The article
says that America needs to help keep the
Internet democratic by keeping U.S. companies
from providing products and services that
restrict information. Also, the U.S. government
should “promote Internet access into a more
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active tool of foreign policy” and Congress
should provide funding to companies that help
breach repressive Internet firewalls.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sen-arlenspecter/attack-the-cyberwallsthe_b_227114.html

3 Reasons Why U.S. Cybersecurity Sucks
BY: MICHAEL TANJI, WIRED BLOG NETWORK
07/14/2009

This article discusses how misinformation and
fear is causing delays in cybersecurity progress,
and identifies three of the biggest problems
with cybersecurity progress. Author Michael
Tanji writes that there is no attribution
methodology, so everyone is basically guessing
at who is launching cyber attacks, which leads
to a lot of false accusations and misinformation.
He also says that cybersecurity “doesn’t lack for
brainpower; it lacks the vision, the juice and the
intestinal fortitude to realize the vision.” There
are a lot of people that are working on
cybersecurity, but very few that are leading.
Also, the complexity of cyberspace poses a
challenge for developing a comprehensive
cybersecurity plan.
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2009/07/t
hree-reasons-why-us-cyber-security-sucks/
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CYBERSPACE – U.S. GOVERNMENT
Gov’t Official: We’re Serious About
Cybersecurity This Time
BY: GRANT GROSS, NETWORK WORLD
07/01/2009

Following a 60-day federal cybersecurity review,
President Barack Obama announced that he
would appoint a federal cybersecurity
coordinator, develop a system for measuring
cybersecurity improvements, launch a public
cyber education campaign and develop a
response plan to cyber incidents. Experts say
that Obama’s short- and long-term goals for
cybersecurity show that the administration is
serious about cybersecurity. Still, some experts
like Gary McGraw, CTO at software security and
consulting firm Cigital, say that past
administrations have all had promising
cybersecurity reports, but that Obama will have
to actualize the recommendations in his review
to make progress in cybersecurity.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2009/07
0109-govt-official-were-seriousabout.html?hpg1=bn

GAO Urges Improvements to FISMA
BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/01/2009

The Government Accountability Office has
many recommendations for strengthening
Federal Information Security Management Act
programs including “clarifying agencies’
information security obligations, requiring

agency executives to ensure that their
information security programs are effective and
bolstering oversight from the Office of
Management and Budget.” Other
recommendations include expanding
information contained in OMB annual reports
on agency compliance and improving OMB
oversight of agency security programs in an
effort to increase accountability.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/01/GAOgives-advice-on-FISMA-improvements.aspx

Obama’s Cyber Plan Raises Privacy Hackles
BY: ANDY GREENBERG, FORBES
07/07/2009

Some security experts, including Pam Dixon,
executive director of the World Privacy Forum,
say that the Obama administration has
classified too much of their government
cybersecurity plans, which has prevented a
“good public discussion.” Some plans that have
leaked out include the involvement of the
National Security Agency in monitoring traffic
flowing to government networks, which has
some privacy advocates worried. In a speech in
May, President Barack Obama said that the
cybersecurity initiative would not compromise
online privacy.
http://www.forbes.com/2009/07/07/privacycybersecurity-obama-technology-securityprivacy.html

Raytheon
Aspiring to be the most admired defense and aerospace systems
supplier through world-class people and technology Raytheon is
a technology leader specializing in defense, homeland security,
and other government markets throughout the world. With a
history of innovation spanning more than 80 years, Raytheon
provides state-of-the-art electronics, mission systems
integration, and other capabilities in the areas of sensing;
effects; command, control, communications and intelligence
systems, as well as a broad range of mission support services.
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U.S. CYBER LEADERSHIP DEBATE
Cybersecurity Boondoggle?

Obama Must Move on Cybersecurity
Coordinator

NETWORK WORLD
06/30/2009

This blog post addresses some challenges for
the U.S. federal government in achieving
oversight over cyberspace. The article discusses
how the new U.S. Cyber Command will be
owned by the Department of Defense and the
National Security Agency, and questions how
the new command will work with the
Department of Homeland Security and the
White House cybersecurity coordinator if it is
meant for military cyber operations only. The
article questions DHS funding of the Einstein
software program, when there is already
available commercial software that could
correlate network security activity across the
federal agencies. The blogger emphasizes the
importance of federal cyber oversight, before
cybersecurity becomes another “Washington
boondoggle.”
http://www.networkworld.com/community/no
de/43138
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BY: BILL BRENNER, COMPUTERWORLD
07/08/2009

Author Bill Brenner says that President Barack
Obama needs to name his new federal
cybersecurity coordinator as soon as possible to
send a message to hackers that the U.S.
government is serious about cybersecurity.
Brenner discusses some of the recent
cyberspace incidents including ongoing attacks
on vulnerable Microsoft programs and the
increase in machines that are infected with the
Koobface worm or Conficker malware. Most
recently, a botnet has been launching
distributed denial of service attacks against U.S.
and South Korean government and industry
websites, and their target list includes some
high-profile sites from the banking sector.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
284/Obama_Must_Move_on_Cybersecurity_Co
ordinator
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CYBERSPACE – DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)
Cyber Threats
BY: BILL GERTZ, THE WASHINGTON TIMES
07/02/2009

Gen. Victor E. Renuart Jr., commander of the
U.S. Northern Command, discusses the nature
of cyber threats, which he says is “one of the
most serious threats for the military command.”
Renuart says that China, Russia, Iran and India
are the states that are most active in the cyber
domain, and that the defense information grid
is targeted by electronic penetrations daily.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/
jul/02/inside-the-ring-69974049/

The New Command
BY: WYATT KASH, DEFENSE SYSTEMS
07/08/2009

The article discusses the announcement of a
dedicated military cyber command which,
although widely anticipated, “speaks to the
severity of the threats that routinely emanate
from cyberspace.” The article also discusses
how the new command makes cyberspace “an
operating domain equal in scope to air, sea,
land and space.” The new command is expected
to improve interoperability and information
sharing, as well as improve coordination among
security experts and provide new career
opportunities for those with highly-specialized
cybersecurity skills.
http://defensesystems.com/articles/2009/07/0
8/editors-note.aspx

Cyber Can Kill SAMs
BY: COLIN CLARK, DOD BUZZ
07/06/2009

The U.S. Air Force may already have some
sophisticated cyber capabilities, according to Air
Force Chief of Staff Gen. Norton Schwartz, who
said that the United States can take down
advanced surface-to-air missiles without F-22s,
F-35s or any other kinetic capability. Schwartz
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later said that the U.S. military has the
capabilities to take down surface-to-air missile
sites “using offensive cyber methods.” The
article also discusses a study from an Air Force
research lab that outlines the role of cyber in
current operations and says that Air Force
assets are “open to attack through cyber
vectors.”
http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/07/06/cybercan-kill-sams/

U.S. Takes Aim at Cyberwarfare
BY: SHAUN WATERMAN, THE WASHINGTON TIMES
07/02/2009

Experts have several questions about the
Pentagon’s new cyber command, which is
expected to be fully operational by October
2010. Experts including Deputy Defense
Secretary William J. Lynn III discuss the
challenge of attributing cyber attacks and the
difficulty of applying traditional warfare rules to
cyberwarfare. Security specialists also discuss
challenges to developing an offensive cyber
plan and encourage collaboration and
information sharing.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/
jul/02/us-takes-aim-at-cyberwarfare/

U.S. Navy Reorganizes Staff to Focus on
Cyber
BY: CHRISTOPHER CAVAS, DEFENSE NEWS
07/02/2009

A memo from Adm. Gary Roughead, chief of
naval operations, to Vice Adm. Jack Dorsett,
director of naval intelligence, said that the Navy
will begin a reorganization of its staff to better
defend its computer and communications
networks, as well as to develop offensive cyber
warfare capabilities. The Navy will combine
intelligence and information technology
operations under a new Fleet Cyber Command
(FLTCYBERCOM). A new Naval Warfare
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Assessment (N00X) team will also be formed
which will look for vulnerabilities and make
recommendations to the CNO “on how the
Navy should allocate risk, monitoring,
evaluating and assessing ‘the Navy program.’”
http://www.defensenews.com/story.php?i=416
9768&c=SEA&s=TOP

Interview with Army Program Executive
Officer Gary Winkler
BY: BARRY ROSENBERG, DEFENSE SYSTEMS
07/02/2009

Defense Systems’ Barry Rosenberg recently
interviewed Gary Winkler, an Army program
executive officer who is responsible for
program management of Defense Department
and Army business and combat serve support
systems. Winkler discusses the Logistics
Modernization Program, Army Enterprise
System Integration Program and the Network
Service Center (NSC) Operational Validation
(OpVal) exercise.
http://defensesystems.com/Articles/2009/07/0
8/Interview-with-Army-PEO-EIS-GaryWinkler.aspx
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Training Evolves to Support Cyber Mission
BY: SUSAN GRIGGS, AIR EDUCATION AND TRAINING
COMMAND
07/01/2009

Lt. Col. Scott Solomon, 333rd Training Squadron
commander, explains that Keesler Air Force
Base’s training mission is being expanded to
include Air Force cyber warfare requirements.
Air Staff, the Air Education and Training
Command, the Air Force Space Command, and
the Air Force Institute of Technology have
worked together to prepare the new
curriculum, which will include material from the
basic communications officer course as well as
information on cyber missions. Specifically,
training will include information on how to
“design, secure, assess, exploit, attack and
defend” the seven different types of networks
which are “telephony, Internet protocol,
satellite, land mobile radio, industrial control
systems, integrated air defense and tactical
data link.”
http://www.aetc.af.mil/news/story.asp?id=123
157023
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CYBERSPACE – DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (DHS)
Questions Dog DHS Plans to Upgrade
Advanced Cybersecurity System

Cybersecurity Plan to Involve NSA,
Telecoms

FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/08/2009

BY: ELLEN NAKASHIMA, THE WASHINGTON POST
07/03/2009

This article discusses the challenges facing the
new Einstein 3 program, which will use a
National Security Agency program – Tutelage –
which can detect security breaches and
automatically stop them. Einstein 3 will also
include the National Security Agency, who will
screen government computer traffic that is on
private=sector networks, which is causing some
privacy concerns. The article also discusses the
NSA’s involvement in warrantless wiretapping
during the Bush administration, which is causing
some debate in the Department of Homeland
Security over the NSA’s role in the new
program.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/06/ReportsEINSTEIN-3.aspx

The Obama administration has announced that
it will proceed with development of the Einstein
3 program, which allows the National Security
Agency to scan all Internet traffic to “dot.gov”
websites or to civilian government employees.
Although the plans have provoked criticisms,
particularly within DHS, a Bush administration
official says that the NSA will scan traffic for
malicious code, and not for the actual content
of e-mails. AT&T was the Bush administration’s
choice to participate in testing for the program,
but AT&T is reportedly “seeking legal assurance
that it will not be sued for participating in the
pilot program.”
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2009/07/02/AR200907020
2771.html

Coincidence, Thy Name is Einstein
BY: BOB BREWIN, NEXTGOV.COM
07/06/2009

On July 3, the Washington Post reported that
the Obama administration had decided to
proceed with the Einstein 3 project, which uses
the National Security Agency to help screen
government computer traffic on private
networks. On the same day, The Wall Street
Journal claimed that the project was being
delayed because of technical issues and privacy
concerns. The article claims that someone must
have leaked the information to both papers and
that it may have been AT&T looking for legal
cover for their participation in the program, or
DHS trying to “push its cyber role.”
http://whatsbrewin.nextgov.com/2009/07/coin
cidence_thy_name_is_einste.php
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Troubles Plague Cyberspy Defense
BY: SIOBHAN GORMAN, WALL STREET JOURNAL
07/03/2009

While the second version of the Einstein
program was able to detect cyber attacks and
alert analysts immediately, the third version of
Einstein will be able to detect and stop security
breaches, causing privacy concerns since the
program will be able to read the content of emails and other communications. Cybersecurity
specialist Paul Kurtz says that the Obama
administration is currently re-examining the
third version of Einstein for privacy protection
and effectiveness, and that the review could
hold up the implementation of the program.
The Homeland Security Department has asked
AT&T to participate in testing the Einstein 3
technology, but the company has reportedly
demanded legal clearance from the Justice
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Department before they will agree to
participate.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124657680388
089139.html

U.S. Government Internet Traffic to be
Screened: Report
SPACEWAR
07/03/2009

Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano
recently announced that the department will
work with the National Security Agency to scan
Internet traffic between government agencies
and the private sector. Napolitano explained
that every time a citizen visits a dot.gov website
or sends an e-mail to a government employee,
the action will be screened for potential harm.
Napolitano also insists that the NSA is only
interested in screening code for malicious
content, and not in reading actual e-mails.
http://www.spacewar.com/reports/US_govern
ment_Internet_traffic_to_be_screened_report_
999.html

U.S. Wants Privacy in New Cyber Security
System
BY: LOLITA C. BALDOR, SALON.COM
07/02/2009

The Obama administration’s Einstein 3
program, which will use National Security
Agency technology to monitor Internet traffic to
government systems, has caused debate and
privacy concerns. Homeland Security Secretary
Janet Napolitano says that the program will be
under the control of the Department of
Homeland Security, although it will use NSA
technology and expertise. The Einstein 3
program is designed to detect intrusions and
prevent malicious code from getting onto
government networks. Officials emphasize that
the program will focus on monitoring and
prevention and not reading personal e-mails.
http://www.salon.com/wires/ap/2009/07/02/D
996KL880_us_cyber_einstein/

CISCO
Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) enables people to make powerful
connections-whether in business, education, philanthropy,
or creativity. Cisco hardware, software, and service
offerings are used to create the Internet solutions that
make networks possible-providing easy access to
information anywhere, at any time. Cisco was founded in
1984 by a small group of computer scientists from Stanford
University. Since the company's inception, Cisco engineers
have been leaders in the development of Internet Protocol
(IP)-based networking technologies.
Today, with more than 65,225 employees worldwide, this
tradition of innovation continues with industry-leading
products and solutions in the company's core development
areas of routing and switching, as well as in advanced
technologies such as: Application Networking, Data Center,
Digital Media, Radio over IP, Mobility, Security, Storage
Networking, TelePresence, Unified Communications, Video
and Virtualization. For additional information:
www.cisco.com
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CYBERSPACE – INTERNATIONAL
Battle Lines Set for Euro ICANN Showdown
BY: PAUL MELLER, TECHWORLD
07/14/2009

Earlier this year, Viviane Reding, European
commissioner in charge of the information
society and the telecoms industry,
recommended creating a G-12
intergovernmental group for Internet
governance. This group would take the place of
the Department of Commerce, which currently
controls part of the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). Trade
groups argue that ICANN oversight should be
moved to the private sector instead of
substituting new governmental involvement.
http://www.techworld.com/news/index.cfm?R
SS&NewsID=119125

Russia: Hackers Target Religious Sites
BY: MATTHEW HARWOOD, SECURITY MANAGEMENT
07/10/2009

According to a report in The Moscow Times, the
Russian government is responsible for recent
attacks on religious websites, including the
official site of the Maykop and Adygei
eparchate of the Russian Orthodox Church. A
website that provided information about the
case concerning now dethroned Bishop Diomid
and his challenge to the Moscow Patriarchate
was also attacked and defaced. The Moscow
Times also says that although attacks on
Christian websites are rare, Russian hackers
have been attacking Islamic websites for years.
http://www.securitymanagement.com/news/ru
ssia-hackers-target-religious-sites-005874

Israel’s Chosen Weapon Against Iran –
Memory Sticks?
BY: ERIKA SOLOMON, REUTERS
07/08/2009

This article discusses how Israel could destroy
Iran’s nuclear facilities using a cyber attack.
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Scott Borg, director of the U.S. Cyber
Consequences Unit, says that Israel could
choose to act immediately, or they could
choose to plant malware that could be set to
strike at a later time. Some experts believe that
Iran is as little as a year away from developing a
nuclear bomb, and top U.S. military advisors
urge President Barack Obama to hurry and take
action against Iran’s nuclear program.
http://blogs.reuters.com/axismundi/2009/07/0
8/israels-chosen-weapon-against-iran-memorysticks/

Will Israel Nuke Iran’s Nukes Virtually?
BY: ERIC CHABROW, GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
SECURITY
07/07/2009

According to a recent Reuters report, Israel
could choose to virtually attack Iran’s nuclear
facilities by inserting malware which could
“corrupt, commandeer or crash the controls of
sensitive sites.” Scott Borg, director of the U.S.
Cyber Consequences Unit, says that Israel
would have to hide malware in software used
by the Iranians or directly on portable hardware
since Iran’s nuclear assets are probably isolated
from outside computers. The article says that
Israel has “one of the world’s most advanced
cybersecurity industries.”
http://blogs.govinfosecurity.com/posts.php?po
stID=236

New U.K. Strategy Called Overdue,
Welcome
BY: TIM MAHON, DEFENSE NEWS
07/06/2009

Jane Cannon, managing director of Lockheed
Martin U.K.’s Information Systems and Global
Services division, says that the publication of
the U.K. government’s first cohesive
cyberdefense strategy will help industry
determine where to invest their work, and that
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the new strategy indicates that the government
is taking cyber risks seriously. The U.K.
government’s cyber strategy involves creating
an Office of Cyber Security (OCS) and a Cyber
Security Operations Centre.
http://www.defensenews.com/story.php?i=417
2670&c=FEA&s=SPE

Finland Should Join NATO’s Cyber Defense
Co-op, Says Defense Minister

the military alliance’s cyber defense
cooperation since Finland is “a highly developed
information society and therefore vulnerable to
cyber attacks.” Hakamies has also said that
being a part of NATO’s cyber defense
cooperation would help Finland get the “best
and newest information” on cybersecurity.
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/200907/03/content_11643614.htm

CHINA VIEW
07/03/2009

Finland’s Defense Minister Jyri Hakamies says
that Finland should accept NATO’s offer to join
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Plug Not Pulled on Green Dam
BY: CUI JIA, WANG XING & CUI XIAOHUO, CHINA
DAILY
07/02/2009

Although the Chinese Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIT) announced that
they would delay the mandatory inclusion of
the Green Dam filtering software on Chinese
PCs, “an MIT official said that it was only a
matter of time before the directive took effect.”
The MIT official explained that the Chinese
government did not postpone the requirement
because of protests or copyright infringement,
but only because manufacturers needed more
time to install the filtering software. Californiabased software developer Solid Oak has said
that they are considering suing the developers
of Green Dam for copyright infringement
because they believe the software used code
from their porn-filter, CyberSitter.
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/200907/02/content_8344967.htm

Green Dam Protesters Wait for China’s
Other Shoe to Drop
BY: ERIKA MORPHY, TECHNEWSWORLD
07/01/2009

Following protests and criticism from other
nations, China recently announced that it would
not mandate the installation of filtering
software, called Green Dam-Youth Escort
software, on all PCs sold in the country. Leslie
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Harris, president of the Center for Democracy
and Technology, says that the intense
opposition from manufacturers and trade
associations may have played a part in China’s
decision to postpone the software launch.
Christopher Ciabarra, president of Network
Intercept, explains that the software would
have left users open to attacks, and that China
may have also realized that it would be easy for
their Internet users to circumvent their filters.
http://www.technewsworld.com/edpick/67485.
html?wlc=1247058344

China Delays Internet Filter Plan
BBC NEWS
06/30/2009

China’s industry ministry recently announced
that it would delay the launch of controversial
software Green Dam Youth Escort, which would
have filtered certain Internet sites from Chinese
PC users. Although Chinese officials claimed
that the software would filter out pornographic
and violent images, free speech activists argued
that the software would tighten the Chinese
government’s controls on Internet usage, and
foreign governments feared that the software
could break trade agreements.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asiapacific/8126832.stm
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CYBERSPACE RESEARCH
ActiveX Office Vulnerability Could Give
Attacker Control
BY: JENNIFER LECLAIRE, ENTERPRISE SECURITY
TODAY
07/14/2009

Microsoft issued a security advisory this week
about a new vulnerability in the Office Web
Components Spreadsheet ActiveX Control that
could allow an attacker to have the same user
rights as the local user. The victim would have
to visit a malicious website that hosts the
exploit for their machine to be infected.
Wolfgang Kandek, CTO of Qualys, says that
Microsoft has “been forced to acknowledge two
other zero day vulnerabilities” since the
DirectShow vulnerability in May, and says that
Microsoft has done nothing to fix coding
problems that they were notified of in the
spring of 2008.
http://www.enterprise-securitytoday.com/story.xhtml?story_id=67768

Newest IE Bug Could be Next Conficker,
Says Researcher
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTERWORLD
07/08/2009

Security researchers claim that a vulnerability in
the Microsoft Video Controller ActiveX Library is
even more dangerous than the vulnerability
used by Conficker, because it “exposes the

whole world, and can be exploited through the
firewall.” Microsoft recently acknowledged the
vulnerability through a security advisory and
said that it would release a patch. Microsoft has
also provided an automated tool that users can
run to disable the ActiveX control.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
273/Newest_IE_bug_could_be_next_Conficker_
says_researcher

Chinese Security Company Shares Huge
Malware Database
BY: OWEN FLETCHER, COMPUTERWORLD
07/02/2009

Chinese company KnownSec has been gathering
information on viruses and malware using a
crawler that was able to scan almost 2 million
Chinese websites every day. According to
KnownSec CEO Zhao Wei, the company will
present their database at the Forum of Incident
Response and Security Teams (FIRST) security
conference in Kyoto, Japan. The database
shows the date that each site was infected, the
specific malicious code on each site and which
antivirus products defend against each attack.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
088/Chinese_security_company_shares_huge_
malware_database

Intelligent Software Solutions
ISS is a leading edge software solution provider for enterprise and system
data, services, and application challenges. ISS has built hundreds of
operationally deployed systems, in all domains – “From Space to Mud”™.
With solutions based upon modern, proven technology designed to
capitalize on dynamic service-oriented constructs, ISS delivers innovative
C2, ISR, Intelligence, and cyber solutions that work today and in the
future. http://www.issinc.com.
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CYBERSPACE HACKS AND ATTACKS
It’s Time to Take Bot Infections Seriously

Cyberattacks Could have been Mitigated

BY: JOHN SAWYER, DARK READING
07/01/2009

BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/09/2009

Author John Sawyer discusses why botnets are
so dangerous, and the consequences that
companies could have from not taking bot
infections seriously. Sawyer writes that IT
departments often mistakenly treat botnets like
any other virus that can only shut down their
system or overwrite their images. He warns that
botnets are usually meant for stealing data and
finding ways to get access to bank accounts and
financial information. Sawyer also writes that
there could be legal consequences for
companies that are infected with botnets and
must notify their clients that their information
has been breached.
http://www.darkreading.com/blog/archives/20
09/07/botnet_require.html;jsessionid=UA1O51
FA4YBBYQSNDLOSKHSCJUNN2JVN

This article discusses how the recent DDoS
attacks that targeted government and privatesector websites in the United States and South
Korea could have been mitigated. The article
recommends that agencies monitor the traffic
that’s coming in, and put response strategies in
place in case of an attack. The article also
recommends conducting performance testing
on Web applications, stress-testing publicfacing Web applications and establishing secure
communication channels with ISPs and the U.S.
Computer Emergency Readiness Team. Experts
say that incidents like the recent attacks could
allow agencies to ask for additional funding for
capabilities that they didn’t have before, and
that the success of the simple DDoS attacks
shows that the government is still missing
important security basics.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/13/WEEKCyberattacks.aspx

Online Attack Hits U.S. Government Web
Sites
BY: ROBERT MCMILLAN, COMPUTERWORLD
07/07/2009

Security experts report that several government
websites, including the Department of
Transportation and Federal Trade Commission’s
websites, were targeted by a new distributed
denial of service attack last week. Other sites
that were affected include the Washington
Post, the New York Stock Exchange, the U.S.
Department of Defense, the White House, the
U.S. Department of State, the U.S. Secret
Service, the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security as well as sites in Korea. Security
experts say that the attack is not sophisticated,
and that it is embarrassing that such a basic
attack is still affecting sites.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
274/Online_attack_hits_US_government_Web_
sites?source=rss_security
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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Ongoing DDoS Knocks FTC.gov Offline, Hits
Others
BY: ROBERT MCMILLAN, CSO ONLINE
07/04/2009

This article discusses a recent DDoS attack that
affected the FTC, the FAA, Treasury
Department, the Department of Transportation
and the Secret Service. The FTC.gov site was the
only site that was completely disconnected, but
experts warn that the hackers could have been
testing a new DDoS tool, and that other big sites
may be hit.
http://blogs.csoonline.com/ongoing_ddos_knoc
ks_ftc_gov_offline_hits_others
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Cyber Attacks Increasing, Effects Minor

Cyber Attack Hit South Korean Web Sites

BY: DAVID A. FULGHUM, AVIATION WEEK
07/09/2009

BY: MARTYN WILLIAMS, COMPUTERWORLD
07/08/2009

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Adm. Mike
Mullen discusses the recent cyber attacks that
disabled at least three U.S. government agency
websites, and says that although the attacks
appear to “have had minor technological
effects, but major implications for long-term
policy, economics and military training.” The
cyber attacks targeted U.S. and South Korean
websites, and disconnected the sites of the
Secret Service, the Federal Trade Commission
and the Treasury and Transportation
departments.
http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/generic/stor
y_generic.jsp?channel=aerospacedaily&id=new
s/CYBER070909.xml&headline=Cyber%20Attack
s%20Increasing,%20Effects%20Minor

Several South Korean websites, including the
Shinhan Bank, the Korea Exchange Bank and the
South Korean president’s sites, were
inaccessible last week after being hit with the
same DDOS attack that had earlier affected U.S.
government sites. South Korean security
experts are recommending that users download
security software. U.S. security researchers say
that the botnet behind the DDOS attacks
includes 50,000 compromised machines and
that the majority of the infected PCs appear to
be located in South Korea.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
278/Cyber_attack_hits_South_Korean_Web_sit
es?source=rss_security

A Tough Road in Cracking Cyber Attacks
‘Noisy’ Cyberattacks Have Little Effect
BY: WILLIAM JACKSON, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/08/2009

Security experts say that the recent denial of
service attacks that have targeted government
websites in the United States and South Korea
were “not particularly sophisticated” and have
“had little impact.” Agencies are able to
mitigate the attacks fairly quickly by distributing
incoming requests among a large number of
gateways, so very few sites have actually been
shut down. Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.) says that
the attacks show that the United States needs
to quickly improve cyber defenses, and says
that legislation that he introduced in April
would increase the power of the Homeland
Security Department’s U.S. Computer
Emergency Readiness Team in the event of
cyberattacks against government networks.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/08/Cyberattac
ks-on-US-Korean-sites.aspx?Page=1
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BY: LOLITA C. BALDOR & JORDAN ROBERTSON, THE
PHILADELPHIA ENQUIRER
07/10/2009

This article discusses the difficulty that U.S.
authorities will have when trying to identify a
culprit in the recent cyber attacks against the
United States and South Korea. While some
experts believe that the North Korean
government may have been involved in the
attacks, others insist that the hackers only used
zombie computers inside of North Korea to help
in the attack. The attack included more than
100,000 zombie computers that were mostly in
South Korea but also in the United States, Japan
and China. Dozens of analysts and computer
security companies are analyzing the malicious
code, and some investigators are looking on the
Internet for chat rooms where the culprit could
take responsibility for the attacks.
http://www.philly.com/inquirer/world_us/2009
0710_A_tough_road_in_cracking_cyber_attacks
.html
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Probe Into Cyberattacks Stretches Around
the Globe

Korea DDoS Virus Mission Shifts to
Destroying, Erasing Data

BY: JEREMY KIRK, COMPUTERWORLD
07/14/2009

BY: MARTYN WILLIAMS, COMPUTERWORLD
07/09/2009

Vietnamese security vendor Bach Khoa
Internetwork Security said that their recent
investigation into the cyberattacks that
targeted U.S. and South Korean websites
resulted in the identification of a master
command-and-control server that coordinated
the denial of service attacks. The commandand-control server was found on an IP address
used by Global Digital Broadcast, an IP TV
technology company located in Brighton,
England. Tim Wray, one of the owners of Global
Digital Broadcast, says that the master server is
located in Miami, and belongs to Digital Latin
America, who is expected to turn over the
master server for forensic analysis.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
532/Probe_into_cyberattacks_stretches_aroun
d_the_globe?source=rss_security

South Korean computer security specialist
AhnLab says that the virus that has infected PCs
in South Korea has been programmed to
encrypt user data or reformat the hard drive of
infected PCs. AhnLab recommends PC owners
update anti-virus software and perform a free
scan to erase the virus from their machine.
Security experts warn that PC owners that
ignore calls to update their computers may
have all of their data erased.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
369/Korea_DDOS_virus_mission_shifts_to_dest
roying_erasing_data

Cyber Attack in South Korea Set to
Resume, says AhnLab
BY: MARTYN WILLIAMS, COMPUTERWORLD
07/09/2009

Computer security specialist AhnLab reports
that the denial of service attack that recently
targeted some of South Korea’s high profile
websites will resume this week and will be
aimed at a small number of government
websites as well as newspaper and bank sites.
The attack is launched by a botnet that is
comprised of tens of thousands of computers
that are infected with the MyDoom virus.
Although some blame North Korea for the
recent attacks, security experts say that they
have no proof that the North Korean
government is involved.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
324/Cyber_attack_in_South_Korea_set_to_resu
me_says_AhnLab
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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Spy Agency Pinpoints NK Cyber Warfare
Unit as Masterminding DDoS Attacks
DONGA.COM
07/11/2009

Park Seong-do, the second deputy director of
the National Intelligence Service (NIS),
reportedly told members of the National
Assembly’s intelligence committee that a
research center under the Reconnaissance
Bureau of the North Korean People’s Army was
responsible for launching the distributed denialof-service attacks that recently targeted the
United States and South Korea. The intelligence
agency has “detected circumstantial evidence”
of a mock hacking exercise in North Korea, and
says that the attack used tactics similar to those
adopted by North Korea in the past.
http://english.donga.com/srv/service.php3?bic
ode=050000&biid=2009071118748

Pyongyang’s Cyber-terrorism Hits Home
BY: DONALD KIRK, ASIA TIMES
07/10/2009

This article claims that the recent cyber attacks
that affected U.S. and South Korean websites
came from the North Korean government. The
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article also claims that South Korean activists
were hacking South Korean websites to assist
North Korea in the attacks. Nicholas Eberstadt,
senior researcher at American Enterprise
Institute, says that testing out cyber attacks
“fits in integrally with tests of atomic devices”
and that North Korea may be hoping to disable
U.S. information systems in coordination with a
nuclear attack.
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Korea/KG10Dg
01.html

No Sign of N. Korean Backing in Bot
Attacks on U.S. Sites, says Researcher
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTERWORLD
07/08/2009

code planted on PCs that have been attacking
United States and South Korean government
and high-profile websites, and says that there is
nothing in the code that indicates that the
attacks are backed by the North Korean
government. Stewart also says that if the
attacks were state-sponsored, they would have
targeted only a few specific sites, and that the
attack numbers would not be increasing each
day. Stewart explains that by increasing attack
numbers each day, the botnet is drawing
attention to itself, which probably wouldn’t
happen if the attacks were government backed.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
306/No_sign_of_N._Korean_backing_in_bot_at
tacks_on_U.S._sites_says_researcher

Joe Stewart, the director of SecureWorks’
counter-threat unit has examined the attack
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U.K. Blamed for DDoS Attacks on U.S.
BY: MARTYN WILLIAMS, TECHWORLD
07/14/2009

According to this report, the United Kingdom
was the source of attacks last week that took
down websites in the United States and South
Korea, despite allegations that North Korea was
behind the attacks. Nguyen Minh Duc, senior
security director at Bach Khoa Internetwork
Security, says that they were able to gain
control of two of eight of the servers that sent
orders to zombie PCs involved in the attacks, as
well as identify the IP address range of the
master server.
http://www.techworld.com/news/index.cfm?R
SS&NewsID=119108

The Cyber-Attack that Wasn’t
BY: EVGENY MOROZOV, BOSTON REVIEW
07/13/2009

This article discusses the recent cyber attacks
against the United States and South Korea, and
says that the assumption that the attacks came
from North Korea could be wrong. The article
explains that local politicians in South Korea
have benefitted greatly from the attacks, and
claims that those politicians may have
organized the attacks themselves. Blaming the
attacks on North Korea could help South Korean
politicians approve an anti-terrorism bill that
has been stuck in the South Korean parliament
since 2001. The bill would likely increase
monitoring on South Korean Internet users. The
article also says that reports that the virus used
in the attacks is sophisticated are also
misleading, since the malware used was first
discovered in 2004 and is actually fairly
primitive.
http://bostonreview.net/BR34.4/morozov2.php
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Twitter Suspends Accounts of Users with
Infected Computers
BY: JEREMY KIRK, COMPUTERWORLD
07/10/2009

Graham Cluley, senior technology consultant for
Sophos, says that Twitter has been quick to
suspend accounts of users that have been
infected with the Koobface malicious software
that has been spreading on social networking
sites. Social networking site users click on a
fraudulent link that has been posted on their
friend’s account, but the link sends the user to a
malicious website that infects their PC. Security
experts say that Twitter could prevent some
malicious links of their site by adding an e-mail
verification to their registration process, which
would make it more difficult to register dummy
accounts. The Koobface malware is dangerous
because it takes instructions from a commandand-control server, which allows the malware
to steal data from a PC or download additional
malware.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
399/Twitter_suspends_accounts_of_users_with
_infected_computers

Sober Worm Returns and Uses Social
Engineering Techniques
HELP NET SECURITY
07/09/2009

A new variant of the Sober worm, called
Sober.Y, has been spreading through social
networking sites in both English and German.
Users on affected sites receive e-mails that
contain files about a password change or old
classmates, but both types of files contain
copies of the worm. The worm can collect email addresses from infected computers, and
experts say that even though the number of
incidents from the new variant is low, the worm
“has significant propagation potential.”
http://www.netsecurity.org/malware_news.php?id=1077
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Waledac Botnet Makes Comeback
BY: MEGAN BURGER, TECHWORLD
07/06/2009

Criminals behind the Waledac botnet posted
several spoofed YouTube videos this past
weekend which claimed to be videos of Fourth
of July celebrations. When visitors clicked on
the spoofed videos, they actually ran several
Waledac executables like “video.exe,”
“movie.exe” and “setup.exe,” which installed
the botnet onto the victim’s machine. The
malicious sites were reportedly registered
through China Springboard.
http://www.techworld.com/news/index.cfm?R
SS&NewsID=118602

Hackers Exploit Second DirectShow Zeroday Using Thousands of Hijacked Sites
BY: GREGG KEIZER, COMPUTERWORLD
07/06/2009

According to reports from CSIS Security Group,
hackers are exploiting a bug in the ActiveX
control, that streams video content, and are
causing thousands of legitimate websites to
launch drive-by-attacks on visitors. Malicious
script on the compromised websites redirects
visitors to another site which downloads and
launches a hacker toolkit that is effective
against Windows 2000, XP and Server 2003.
Microsoft has not yet released a patch for this
vulnerability, or another vulnerability in
DirectShow that was found in May, but they do
recommend that users disable QuickTime
parsing while they continue to work on a patch.
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9135
210/Hackers_exploit_second_DirectShow_zero
_day_using_thousands_of_hijacked_sites

Hackers Crack ColdFusion
BY: JOHN LEYDEN, THE REGISTER
07/03/2009

The SANS Insitute’s Internet Storm Centre has
warned that hackers are exploiting a
vulnerability in sites that are running
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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ColdFusion applications such as FCKEditor and
CKFinder. The flaw allows hackers to upload
files onto affected servers which infect visiting
Internet users. ColdFusion’s website has
information about how to resolve the problem.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/07/03/cold
fusion_compromise/

Swatting Phreaker Swatted, Heading to Jail
THE H SECURITY
06/30/2009

A 19-year-old phreaker in the United States was
recently sentenced to more than 11 years in
prison for placing spoofed emergency calls. The
culprit manipulated telephone networks of
AT&T, Sprint and Verizon to make calls using
falsified caller ID numbers and report fake
emergencies.
http://www.h-online.com/security/Swattingphreaker-swatted-and-heading-to-jail-/news/113652

Web Filtering Company Reports Cyber
Attack to FBI
BY: THOMAS CLABURN, INFORMATION WEEK
06/29/2009

Jenna DiPasquale, head of public relations and
marketing for Solid Oak Software, said that the
company had received suspicious e-mail
messages confirmed to be infected with
malware. DiPasquale says that although the
company is not certain yet, “it does appear that
the e-mails are Chinese in origin.” Earlier this
month, the company said that the Green Dam
filtering software being implemented on PCs in
China contained Solid Oak proprietary
computer code. Other companies with a
connection to Green Dam have experienced
similar attacks. Solid Oak has contacted the FBI
to further investigate the attacks.
http://www.informationweek.com/news/securi
ty/attacks/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=2181018
82
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CYBERSPACE TACTICS AND DEFENSE
Twitter Risks, Facebook Threats Trouble
Security Pros
BY: ERIC OGREN, SEARCH SECURITY
07/01/2009

Security professionals have found that
businesses will continue to utilize new business
tools, such as social networking sites, and that
they must find secure ways for their company
to use new tools. The article provides
recommendations for companies that use social
networking tools. Companies should educate
their employees and partners on social
networking risks, use security time to review
their employees’ social networking activity for
confidential information and introduce new
technologies when appropriate. Security teams
should also develop procedures for protecting
their company including training, education and
auditing.
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/col
umn/0,294698,sid14_gci1360757,00.html

Lockheed Martin is Getting Social – with a
Private Network
BY: ANDY ROSEN, DAILY RECORD BUSINESS WRITER
07/07/2009

Lockheed Martin Corp. is preparing to launch a
program called Eureka that will allow workers
to communicate across the defense contract’s
network of locations. Lockheed Martin will
make the computer programming code opensource because it will allow more opportunities
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to find problems and fix them. The private
social network will allow employees to discuss
business tasks and will connect to Lockheed
Martin’s existing Unity program that will allow
document sharing, common online work space
and other features.
http://www.mddailyrecord.com/article.cfm?cat
egory=6&page=1&id=11894&type=UTTM

Lessons From the Data Breach at Heartland
BY: RACHAEL KING, BUSINESS WEEK
07/06/2009

Starting in May 2008, cybercriminals breached
networks of Heartland Payment Systems,
gaining access to consumers’ credit- and debitcard information. Experts estimate that 100
million cards from 650 different financial service
companies could have been compromised. This
article discusses lessons that all businesses can
learn from the Heartland breach, such as
protecting every server as criminals will even go
after “weak links.” Heartland is also looking into
encrypting card information at the point that
the card is swiped, so that data never travels
unencrypted. Heartland CEO Robert Carr also
co-founded an organization called the Payments
Processor Information Sharing Council that
facilitates information sharing in the payments
industry.
http://www.businessweek.com/technology/con
tent/jul2009/tc2009076_891369.htm
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CYBERSPACE - LEGAL
Cybersecurity: Senate Bill Would Make
International Cooperation a Priority
BY: BEN BAIN, FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK
07/14/2009

A new Senate bill introduced by Sen. Kirsten
Gillibrand (D-N.Y.) says that the secretary of
state should work with other governments to
improve international cooperation for
improving cybersecurity, develop policies for
privacy, freedom of speech and commercial
transactions, and submit detailed reports to
congressional committees about actions taken
to meet these goals. The cybersecurity policy
review released by the Obama administration in
May also discussed international cooperation,
including the recommendation that the
government develop an international
cybersecurity policy framework and strengthen
international partnerships.
http://fcw.com/Articles/2009/07/14/WebSenate-bill-cybersecurity-internationalcooperation.aspx

New Information Sharing Task Force Nets
Arrest of 2 U.K. Cybergangs
BY: STEPHANIE BERRONG, SECURITY MANAGEMENT
07/08/2009

Janet Williams, the deputy assistant commission
of the U.K. Metropolitan Police’s specialist
crime directorate says that U.K. bank and credit

card companies have agreed to share
cybercrime intelligence information, and that
the recently created “virtual task force” has
already made two arrests from provided
information. The group was able to arrest an
Eastern European group of criminals that were
using Trojans to steal personal information, as
well as nine people who were involved with a
fraudulent music sales site.
http://www.securitymanagement.com/news/n
ew-information-sharing-task-force-nets-arrest2-uk-cybergangs-005868

FBI Trying Ways to Stem Cybercrime Tide
BY: ANGELA MOSCARITOLO, SC MAGAZINE
07/07/2009

The FBI discusses ways that they are making
improvements in hunting down cyber thieves,
including leveraging social networking websites
and working with international law
enforcement partners. For example, the FBI can
use social networking sites to link criminals to
other criminals. FBI agents can pose as criminals
to get into cybercriminal networks and gather
information. The FBI has also been working with
international law enforcement agencies to
conduct joint arrests, which would have “been
unheard of” years ago.
http://www.scmagazineus.com/FBI-trying-newways-to-stem-cybercrime-tide/article/139644/

High Tech Problem Solvers
www.gtri.gatech.edu

From accredited DoD enterprise systems to exploits for
heterogeneous networks, GTRI is on the cutting edge of
cyberspace technology. Transferring knowledge from
research activities with the Georgia Tech Information Security
Center, GTRI is able to bring together the best technologies,
finding real-world solutions for complex problems facing
government and industry.
110 Royal Aberdeen 
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Superhacker Max Butler Pleads Guilty
BY: KEVIN POULSEN, WIRED BLOG NETWORK
06/29/2009

Last week, San Francisco-based computer
hacker, Max Ray Butler, pleaded guilty to
federal wire fraud charges, and admitted to
stealing “nearly 2 million credit card numbers
from banks, businesses and other hackers,
which were used to rack up $86 million in
fraudulent charges.” Butler was a prominent
computer security consultant during the 1990s
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but was “staging recreational hacks on the side”
and was sent to prison in 2001 for launching
attacks that left backdoors in the Pentagon’s
computer systems. Butler was arrested this
time after an FBI agent busted the DarkMarket
website, where Butler sold his stolen credit card
information.
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/06/bu
tler_court
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CYBERSPACE-RELATED CONFERENCES
Note: Dates and events change often. Please visit web site for details. Please provide additions, updates, and/or
suggestions for the CYBER calendar of events here.
25 – 30 July
17 – 19 Aug 2009
18 – 20 Aug 2009
31 Aug – 4 Sep
2009
20 – 25 Sep 2009
29 – 30 Sep 2009
6 Oct 2009
28 – 29 Oct 2009
4 – 5 Nov 2009
18 – 20 Nov 2009

Black Hat USA 2009, Las Vegas NV, http://www.blackhat.com/
Digital Forensics Research Workshop, Montreal, Canada, http://www.dfrws.org/
International Conference on Information Assurance and Security, Xi’an, China,
http://www.ias09.org/
th
6 International Conference on Trust, Privacy & Security in Digital Business, Linz, Austria,
http://www.icsd.aegean.gr/trustbus2009/
Hacker Halted USA 2009, Miami, FL;
http://www.hackerhalted.com/Conference/tabid/67/Default.aspx
Detroit SecureWorld Expo; Detroit, MI;
http://secureworldexpo.com/events/index.php?id=257
Cyber Security Conference – A Shared Responsibility, John Hopkins APL - Kossiakoff
Conference and Education Center, Maryland, https://www.fbcinc.com/csc/default.aspx
Seattle SecureWorld Expo; Seattle, WA;
http://secureworldexpo.com/events/index.php?id=249
Dallas SecureWorld Expo; Dallas, TX;
http://secureworldexpo.com/events/index.php?id=250
MINES 2009 International Conference on Multimedia Information Networking and
Security, Wuhan, China; http://liss.whu.edu.cn/mines2009/

CYBERSPACE-RELATED TRAINING COURSES
Note: Dates and events change often. Please visit web site for details. Please provide additions, updates, and/or
suggestions for the CYBER calendar of events here.
Certified Ethical Hacker

Certified Secure Programmer
(ECSP)
Certified VoIP Professional
CISA Prep Course

CISM Prep Course

CISSP Prep Course

Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=104
63&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECSP.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECVP.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=941
6&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=987
7&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=802
9&catid=191&country=United+States
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Computer Hacking Forensic
Investigator
Contingency Planning

Cyber Law
Defending Windows Networks

DIACAP – Certification and
Accreditation Process
DIACAP – Certification and
Accreditation Process,
Executive Overview
Disaster Recovery
E-Business Security
E-Commerce Architect
ESCA/LPT
Ethical Hacking and
Countermeasures
Foundstone Ultimate Hacking

Foundstone Ultimate Hacking
Expert
Foundstone Ultimate Web
Hacking
INFOSEC Certification and
Accreditation Basics
INFOSEC Forensics

INFOSEC Strategic Planning

Linux Security

EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/CHFI%20Course.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
19&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/CyberLaw%20Course.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=108
36&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
76&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
78&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Disaster%20Recovery%20Course.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/eSecurity%20Course.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECommerce%20Architect%20Course.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ECSA-LPTCourse.htm
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Ethical%20Hacking%20and%20Countermeasures%20Course.htm
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=978
&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=793
8&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=979
&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
05&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
43&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
33&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Linux%20Security%20Course.htm
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Network Management

Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
37&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/Course-Outline/ENSA.htm

Network Security
Administrator (ENSA)
Network Vulnerability
Assessment Tools
NIST 800-37 - Security
Certification and Accreditation
of Federal Information
Systems
NIST 800-37 - Security
Certification and Accreditation
of Federal Information
Systems - Executive Overview
Policy and Procedure
Development
Project Management in IT
Security
Red Hat Enterprise Security:
Network Services
Risk Analysis and Management

Security Certified Network
Architect
Security Certified Network
Professional
Security Certified Network
Specialist
Security for Non-security
Professionals
SSCP Prep Course

Vulnerability Management

Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
84&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
80&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=117
82&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
23&catid=191&country=United+States
EC-Council, Online, http://www.eccouncil.org/CourseOutline/Project%20Management%20in%20IT%20Security%20Course%20Outline
/Project%20Management%20in%20IT%20Security%20Course%20Outline.html
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=797
2&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
13&catid=191&country=United+States
Security Certified Program, Self-Study,
http://www.securitycertified.net/getdoc/ac8d836b-cb21-4a87-8a344837e69900c6/SCNA.aspx
Security Certified Program, Self-Study,
http://www.securitycertified.net/getdoc/6e1aea03-2b53-487e-bab686e3321cb5bc/SNCP.aspx
Security Certified Program, Self-Study,
http://www.securitycertified.net/getdoc/f6d07ac4-abc2-4306-a54119f050f32683/SCNS.aspx
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=846
1&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=987
6&catid=191&country=United+States
Global Knowledge, Dates and Locations:
http://www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid=9&courseid=119
41&catid=191&country=United+States
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CYBER BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Note: Dates and events change often. Please visit web site for details. Please provide additions, updates, and/or
suggestions for the CYBER calendar of events here.
Office
PEO STRICOM

Title
D--Threat Computer Network Operation
(CNO) Teams for Test and Evaluation events

Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
Air Force
Materiel
Command
United States
Marine Corps
Bureau of
Industry &
Security

Integrated Cyber Defense & Support
Technologies
Cyber Command and Control (C2)
Technologies
USAF Electronic Warfare Battle
Management Technology CRFI
CompTIA Security+ Training

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/ASC/US
AF_Electronic_Warfare_Battle_Management_T
echnology/listing.html
https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/88CONS
/FA8601-09-T-0049/listing.html

Military Communications and Surveillance
Technologies and Techniques

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/AFRLRRS
/BAA-09-09-RIKA/listing.html

CyberSoft VFind Security Tool Kit
Maintenance & Support

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/AFRLRRS
/FA8751-09-Q-0379/listing.html

Provide Information Awareness (IA) training

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/75/F2DC
CR9180A001/listing.html

D – NETCENTS-2 Netops and Infrastructure
Solutions

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/ESC/FA8
771-09-R-0018/listing.html

D – NETCENTS-2 NETOPS and Infrastructure
Solutions (Small Business Companion)

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/ESC/FA8
771-09-R-0019/listing.html

R--Internet Monitoring Services

https://www.fbo.gov/spg/DON/USMC/M67004
/M6700409T0108/listing.html
https://www.fbo.gov/spg/DOC/BIS/comp99/IFB
-CO-12870-NEDS/listing.html

International Competitive Bidding (ICB):
Implementation and Support of NATO
Enterprise

110 Royal Aberdeen 

CyberPro

Link
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mo
de=form&id=d713ee539a271238c8580dd60427
31ea&tab=core&_cview=0
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mo
de=form&id=cd045a392c920683ccb0b03df09bb
134&tab=core&_cview=1
https://www.fbo.gov/spg/USAF/AFMC/AFRLRRS
/BAA0809-RIKA/listing.html
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH NSCI
Job Title
Operational Deterrence Analyst
Defensive Cyber Ops Analyst
Cyber SME
Geospatial Analyst
Logistics All-Source Intelligence Analyst
SIGINT Analyst
Cyber Operations SME
Website Maintainer
Cyberspace Specialists
Cyberspace Manning IPT

Location
NE, VA
NE, VA, CO
NE, VA, TX, CO
NE
NE
NE, CO
NE
NE
NE
NE

CYBERPRO CONTENT/DISTRIBUTION
Officers

Chief Operations
Officer
Jim Ed Crouch

The articles and information appearing herein are intended for educational purposes to
promote discussion in the public interest and to keep subscribers who are involved in the
development of Cyber-related concepts and initiatives informed on items of common
interest. The newsletter and the information contained therein are not intended to
provide a competitive advantage for any commercial firm. Any misuse or unauthorized
use of the newsletter and its contents will result in removal from the distribution list
and/or possible administrative, civil, and/or criminal action.
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Editor-in-Chief
Lindsay Trimble

The views, opinions, and/or findings and recommendations contained in this summary are
those of the authors and should not be construed as an official position, policy, or
decision of the United States Government, U.S. Department of Defense, or National
Security Cyberspace Institute.
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